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Best speaker cable
QED XT40 £10/m

QED’s newest cable may seem quite expensive
when you consider last year’s Award-winning
AudioQuest cable was £6/m, but we think it’s
worth every penny. Streets ahead of the
competition for solidity and expression, the
XT40 makes the AudioQuest sound a little
insubstantial in comparison.

Our reference system sounds transparent and
beautifully balanced – treble notes are clear but
never teeter on brightness, and bass has depth
and control. Thanks to the XT40 cable, these
traits are preserved. The cable’s basic look
doesn’t reflect the price, but performance more
than surpasses it. Go on, treat yourself.

Best analogue interconnect
Atlas Element Integra £45/m
After taking the crown from Chord last year,
the Atlas Element Integra proves it’s still well
ahead of the competition.
A nicely made cable with sturdy plastic plugs,
it slips nicely into our reference system to
facilitate a well balanced and rhythmic
performance. The system’s presentation has

plenty of detail and there’s equilibrium across
the frequencies; vocals have a nice parity
between solidity and transparency. It’s a musical
sound, too, showing impeccable timing with
Wyclef Jean’s 80 Bars. The soundstage is
pleasingly wide and there’s good dynamic
range. The Integra isn’t cheap, but it’s worth it.

Best phono stage

Rega Fono MM Mk2 £200
dynamically fluid and rhythmic quality
breathes life into upbeat tracks.
Midrange is convincing, while clear-cut
highs and bottom-end grunt have distinct
presence too.
Hook up this excellent Rega and enjoy the
reward of hearing your vinyl at its best.

Rega continues its dominance over this
category for the third year running. Last year’s
Award-winner remains an affordable go-to
product for vinyl lovers thanks to its big,
authoritative and punchy sound.
A wide-open soundstage gets the best from
sparse, vocal-driven recordings, and its

Best equipment rack

Atacama Evoque Eco 60-40 £450
It wins kudos on design alone – the 40mm
bamboo shelves and glossy-black legs provide a
striking and handsome look – but the latest rack
from Atacama is not just a pretty unit.
It helps provide great performance, too: the
Eco allows our Cyrus CDi/ Roksan Caspian M2
reference system to sound solid, expressive,

Best speaker stand
Atacama Moseco 6 £120

Atacama does the double. Knocking the
three-time winner Custom Design FS104
Signatures off top spot, the Moseco 6s help our
system sound rich, musical and dynamic.
Our reference ATC SCM 11 standmounts
blossom with punch, detail and rhythm. There’s
texture in basslines, twang in guitars, and

insightful, if slightly forward, vocals. This kind
of performance normally costs a sight more
than the £120 these Atacamas will set you back.
The two metal poles and substantial bamboo
base that make up each stand make for smart
and sturdy support, with darker finishes and
colours available for a small premium.

hugely entertaining and full of attack. Basslines
are punchy, high notes are clear and open, and
vocals are delivered with subtlety.
It’s customizable, too. You can add extra
shelves for £150 each and choose from natural,
medium or dark finishes. It’s available with
various leg lengths too.

